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ABSTRACT
OBJECTIVE. Our aim was to examine the degree to which changes in BMI percentile
reflect changes in body fat and lean body mass during childhood and how age and
gender affect these relationships.
METHODS. This analysis used serial data on 494 white boys and girls who were aged
8 to 18 years and participating in the Fels Longitudinal Study (total 2319 observations). Total body fat (TBF), total body fat-free mass (FFM), and percentage of
body fat (%BF) were determined by hydrodensitometry, and then BMI was
partitioned into its fat and fat-free components: fat mass index (FMI) and FFM
index (FFMI). We calculated predicted changes (⌬) in FMI, FFMI, and %BF for
each 10-unit increase in BMI percentile using mixed-effects models.
RESULTS. FFMI had a linear relationship with BMI percentile, whereas FMI and %BF

tended to increase dramatically only at higher BMI percentiles. Gender and age
had significant effects on the relationship between BMI percentile and FFMI, FMI,
and %BF. Predicted ⌬%BF for boys 13 to 18 years of age was negative, suggesting
loss of relative fatness for each 10-unit increase in BMI percentile.
CONCLUSIONS. In this longitudinal study of white children, FFMI consistently increased with BMI percentile, whereas FMI and %BF had more complicated
relationships with BMI percentile depending on gender, age, and whether BMI
percentile was high or low. Our results suggest that BMI percentile changes may
not accurately reflect changes in adiposity in children over time, particularly
among male adolescents and children of lower BMI.
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URRENT RECOMMENDATIONS SPECIFY the 85th and
95th percentiles of the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention reference values of BMI to identify children who are aged 2 to 20 years and “at risk for overweight” and “overweight” and who may require additional testing and/or monitoring.1–10 These percentiles
were chosen as clinical action points for obesity prevention in children because they correspond to adult BMI
values (eg, 25 kg/m2) at which the risk for morbidity and
mortality are significantly elevated.3,6,11,12 Evidence also
indicates that at or above these BMI percentiles, childhood cardiovascular health status is negatively affected,13–16 future risk for overweight and obesity is elevated,17 and future health is compromised.18–20 Given that
BMI percentiles and their recommended cutoff points
are more easily interpretable than other BMI metrics and
can be compared with nationally representative reference data, they provide a useful clinical tool for screening and prevention of obesity for children.10 Accordingly,
experts recommend that BMI percentile changes be
monitored during annual well-child visits for the purpose of obesity prevention.1
Although high correlations have been reported between BMI and both total body fat (TBF) and percentage
of body fat (%BF) during childhood21–26 and although
BMI above the 85th percentile is predictive of elevated
fat mass and %BF in children, BMI is not a precise
indicator of the underlying proportion of fat and lean
tissue.3,4 At any particular BMI, body composition varies
greatly in children depending on gender, age, maturity,
race, height, and body fat distribution.13,27–29 The extent
to which BMI percentile changes may or may not reflect
corresponding changes in body fatness (or leanness) in
children is not known.
In a previous study,30 we found that the average
incremental changes in BMI over single-year periods
were associated with a variety of body composition
changes in children, depending on gender and age. The
aim of the present investigation was to determine the
degree to which longer term serial changes in BMI percentile reflect changes in body composition across a
broader span of childhood and adolescence (8 –18 years),
to assess the impact of gender and age on these relationships, and to provide estimates of the expected changes
in body composition that occur in boys and girls across a
wide range of BMI percentile shifts.

cally are enrolled near the time of their birth and represent a cohort of generally healthy individuals.31 Most
are white, resided in southwestern Ohio at the time of
their enrollment, and were selected for enrollment on
the basis of their parents’ willingness to allow them to
participate in a long-term serial study. For the present
analyses, there were 254 white boys and 240 white girls
(494 total individuals) measured between 1976 and
2003, when hydrodensitometry (underwater weighing)
was being conducted. From the 494 children, there were
2319 total observations, with an average of 4.7 examinations per participant and a range of between 1 and 11
observations per individual. A proportion of participants
(n ⫽ 100) had a single body composition observation in
this age range. Mixed-effects statistical modeling procedures (see below) allowed their data, which improved
parameter estimation, to be used in the analyses. The
Wright State University Institutional Review Board approved all data-collection procedures, and all participants and their parents or guardians gave informed consent to be involved in this research.
Weight and height were measured for each participant according to standard practice, and BMI was calculated.32 A BMI percentile then was assigned to each BMI
value using the formulas for the appropriate age- and
gender-specific percentile value according to the US
growth charts for BMI-for-age.7 Body density was determined through the use of hydrodensitometry.33 The
body composition measures of TBF, fat-free mass (FFM),
and %BF from hydrodensitometry were calculated using
a multicomponent model over a wide age range.34
We detected a small effect of birth year on BMI in this
study. Therefore, we included in our models a 2-level
categorical term (“birth cohort”) whereby subjects were
assigned a value of 1 (born 1960 –1979) or 2 (born
1980 –1995). The proportion of girls who were at risk for
overweight (ie, BMI percentile ⱖ85th) increased from
25.0% in birth cohort 1 to 33.3% in birth cohort 2 (P ⬍
.05); the proportion of boys who were at risk for overweight increased from 19.7% in birth cohort 1 to 31.3%
in birth cohort 2 (P ⬍ .05). A more thorough discussion
of these trends is provided elsewhere.35
Analytical Methods
The body-composition measures of TBF and FFM were
used to separate BMI into a fat mass index (FMI) and a
FFM index (FFMI):

METHODS
Sample
Data for this study were derived from a subset of participants in the Fels Longitudinal Study, a long-term serial
study of human growth, development, and aging.31 The
subset included all of those with body composition data
measured at least once between the ages of 8 and 18
years. Participants in the Fels Longitudinal Study typie488
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BMI ⫽

TBF
FFM
weight
⫽
⫹
⫽ FMI ⫹ FFMI
height2 height2 height2

We expressed body-composition data as FMI and FFMI,
as first suggested by Van Itallie et al.36 In this approach,
BMI is understood as a simple sum of fat and fat-free
components of body weight (FMI ⫹ FFMI), each of
which is adjusted for (divided by) height2. These height-
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adjusted indices may have advantages over both unadjusted measures of lean mass and fat mass (FFM and
TBF) and weight-adjusted measures of fat mass (%BF)
for the tracking of nutritional status in children.37–39
However, because there may be residual correlations
between the BMI components and height, we also examined TBF and FFM as outcome variables and added
height to our regression models as a continuous covariate. This method of height adjustment yielded similar
results to the analysis that we present and did not provide the interpretive advantage of the BMI components
(data not shown).
Gender- and age-specific means and SDs for BMI,
BMI percentile, TBF, FFM, %BF, FMI, and FFMI were
computed to describe the study sample. Age groups were
defined on whole-year intervals; for example, “8-yearolds” range from 8.00 to 8.99 years, and “9-year-olds”
range from 9.00 to 9.99 years. T tests were used to test
gender differences for each of these variables at each
chronological age.
We examined the concurrent serial data on BMI percentile and body composition using gender-specific
mixed-effects models (SAS PROC MIXED; SAS Institute,
Cary, NC). Mixed-effects models allow for the analysis of
longitudinal and other multilevel data in which there are
correlations between observations. In this analysis, the
span of data (age 8 –18 years for some, a shorter range
for others) and the frequency of missing data were unbalanced (ie, varied by individual). Mixed-effects models
are robust with respect to the effects of such common
variation on parameter estimation. BMI percentile, BMI
percentile2, age, age2, and an age-by-BMI percentile interaction term (age ⫻ BMI percentile) were entered into
the models as fixed effects; that is, we chose those variables because we were interested in determining the
effects of variations in the level of change in those factors
on the level of change in the outcome variables: FMI,
FFMI, and %BF. The serial observations for a single
person were identified, and the unique subject identification number was considered a random effect, in that
we were not interested in testing differences between
particular individual children (ie, the “effect” of subject
identification number) but wanted to adjust properly for
the impact of individual differences in the relationship
between BMI percentile and age on body composition
(eg, individual differences in slope). The subject (random) effect allowed for a correlation structure to be
specified for the serial measures within individuals. In
this case, the model specifying an unstructured covariance of the repeated measures correlations was chosen
as the best, on the basis of Akaike’s Information Criterion and Schwarz’s Bayesian Information Criterion.40,41
Significance of fixed effects was assessed in a maximum likelihood framework, in which the log-likelihood
of each reduced model was compared against the fully
parameterized, general model. Terms were reviewed for

significance (P ⬍ .05), and using Akaike’s Information
Criterion and Bayesian Information Criterion, models
that had a log-likelihood that was not significantly different from the general model but had the fewest parameters (ie, were the most parsimonious) were chosen
as the best models. Because of the serial nature of the
data, the interpretation of the mixed-effects model parameters are in terms of change; if the parameter estimate for the effect of BMI percentile on FMI is 0.05, then
we may say that a 1 percentile change in BMI in individuals of a given age corresponds to a 0.05-kg/m2
change in FMI. A detailed description of the mixedeffects models that we used is provided by Guo et al.42 To
illustrate better the expected changes in body composition with changes in BMI percentile, we used the parameter estimates from the mixed models to calculate
predicted changes in FFMI, FMI, and %BF across 2 age
ranges, split at the median age of 13 (ie, 8 –13 and 13–18
years), for girls and boys at a number of specified 10-unit
BMI percentile increments (15th–25th, 25th–35th, etc).
All analyses were conducted using SAS, version 9.1
(SAS, Inc, Cary, NC).
RESULTS
Age- and gender-specific means and SDs for the study
variables are provided in Table 1. The average BMI of
children in this study fell close to the national median,7
with BMI percentiles ranging from the 42nd to the 58th
percentiles at all ages. Although BMI itself tended to be
similar in boys and girls, the components of BMI (FFMI
and FMI) differed greatly between the genders, particularly in later adolescence. In both genders, BMI was
composed predominantly of fat-free tissue (ie, FFMI was
⬃3–5 times greater than FMI). In boys, the age-related
increase in BMI was composed of a large increase in the
FFMI, accompanied by relatively small changes in the
FMI, whereas in girls, the age-related increase in BMI
occurred via a doubling in FMI and smaller increases in
FFMI (Table 1).
We found that upward changes in BMI percentile
were accompanied by linear increases in FFMI in both
genders across all BMI percentiles (BMI percentile2 term
was not significant; Table 2). In contrast, BMI percentile
exhibited a quadratic relationship with FMI and %BF
(BMI percentile2 term was significant). These relationships are illustrated in Figs 1 and 2 at 3 selected ages (age
8, 13, and 18 years). It can be seen that children at the
upper BMI percentiles tended to have higher FMI and
%BF than children at the 50th BMI percentile, for example, whereas the adiposity of children at the 10th and
the 50th BMI percentiles tended to differ to a much
lesser extent.
There were age and gender differences in the relationship between BMI percentile and body composition
as well. Older children generally had higher FFMI for a
given BMI percentile than younger children, and older
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TABLE 1 Age- and Gender-Speciﬁc Means (SDs) of Study Variables
Age,
y
Boys
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Girls
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
a
b

Na

BMI,
kg/m2

BMI
Percentile

TBF,
kg

FFM,
kg

FMI,
kg/m2

FFMI,
kg/m2

60
87
101
140
134
120
132
120
122
118
81

16.18 (1.83)
17.00 (2.93)
17.63 (3.63)
17.61 (2.98)b
18.82 (3.50)
19.02 (3.36)b
20.25 (3.89)
20.72 (4.21)
21.01 (3.60)b
21.71 (3.64)
21.95 (3.65)

48.00 (28.18)
48.59 (31.52)
46.74 (33.20)
42.98 (31.49)b
49.21 (33.00)b
44.43 (31.33)b
49.35 (30.66)b
45.00 (30.10)b
44.85 (31.60)b
45.33 (29.86)b
43.36 (30.84)b

4.22 (3.34)b
6.16 (4.92)
7.24 (6.14)
7.78 (5.43)b
9.41 (6.71)b
9.73 (6.38)b
10.44 (8.36)b
9.66 (9.23)b
8.61 (6.47)b
8.97 (7.53)b
10.05 (7.61)b

23.72 (3.22)
26.75 (4.04)b
28.96 (4.28)
31.21 (4.77)
35.79 (6.62)
40.62 (8.23)
47.52 (8.63)b
53.99 (8.98)b
57.65 (9.33)b
60.46 (7.64)b
60.27 (8.53)b

2.41 (1.86)b
3.16 (2.49)
3.48 (2.83)
3.47 (2.28)b
3.90 (2.68)b
3.66 (2.26)b
3.65 (2.88)b
3.14 (2.98)b
2.73 (2.06)b
2.81 (2.35)b
3.14 (2.38)b

13.77 (1.55)b
13.84 (1.56)
14.15 (1.50)b
14.15 (1.37)
14.92 (1.65)
15.36 (1.95)
16.60 (2.11)b
17.58 (2.18)b
18.28 (2.39)b
18.90 (2.04)b
18.82 (2.19)b

14.36 (9.85)b
17.34 (10.91)b
18.02 (10.57)b
18.52 (8.97)b
19.41 (9.23)b
18.30 (8.07)b
16.77 (9.64)b
13.80 (8.95)b
12.28 (6.93)b
12.02 (7.33)b
13.44 (7.71)b

67
80
110
108
114
118
122
101
109
108
67

16.33 (2.11)
17.01 (2.66)
17.73 (2.76)
18.51 (2.95)
19.59 (3.16)
20.14 (3.43)
21.00 (3.43)
21.58 (3.20)
21.97 (3.49)
22.12 (3.48)
22.01 (2.75)

48.25 (27.77)
49.32 (30.62)
50.86 (28.18)
52.02 (29.42)
57.17 (29.01)
55.65 (28.60)
57.33 (26.52)
58.65 (24.82)
56.05 (24.99)
53.65 (26.24)
52.23 (23.74)

5.47 (3.23)
6.88 (4.09)
8.65 (4.73)
9.92 (5.06)
12.37 (5.55)
12.57 (6.28)
13.77 (6.87)
15.02 (6.12)
15.80 (7.53)
15.88 (6.98)
16.26 (6.68)

22.78 (3.62)
25.03 (4.11)
28.45 (4.86)
31.35(6.09)
36.21(6.15)
39.20 (6.40)
42.09 (5.91)
43.43 (5.29)
43.81 (5.47)
44.72 (5.82)
44.30 (5.16)

3.14 (1.76)
3.64 (1.99)
4.12 (2.10)
4.45 (2.15)
4.97 (2.09)
4.88 (2.32)
5.18 (2.52)
5.55 (2.21)
5.83 (2.74)
5.82 (2.56)
5.93 (2.44)

13.19 (1.63)
13.38 (1.64)
13.61 (1.67)
14.06 (1.86)
14.62 (1.78)
15.27 (1.88)
15.83 (1.81)
16.03 (1.68)
16.14 (1.70)
16.30 (1.65)
16.09 (1.37)

18.70 (9.07)
20.59 (8.71)
22.45 (8.65)
23.31 (8.37)
24.67 (6.88)
23.39 (7.52)
23.80 (7.72)
25.06 (6.57)
25.65 (8.08)
25.47 (7.50)
26.24 (7.83)

%BF

Data are from 494 children (254 boys and 240 girls) having a total of 2319 observations at ages 8 to 18 years.
Signiﬁcantly different from girls of the same age (t test, P ⬍ .05).

TABLE 2 Relationships Between Serial BMI Percentile and Body Composition Measures in Boys and Girls
FFMI, ␤ (SE)

Variable
Boys
BMI percentile
BMI percentile2
Age
Age2
BMI percentile ⫻ age
Birth cohort (2 vs 1)
Girls
BMI percentile
BMI percentile2
Age
Age2
BMI percentile ⫻ age
Birth cohort (2 vs 1)

FMI, ␤ (SE)

%BF, ␤ (SE)

0.005 (0.007)
—
⫺0.45 (0.03)
0.034 (0.0046)
0.003 (0.0005)
—

⫺0.06 (0.011)
0.001 (0.0001)
0.57 (0.14)
⫺0.023 (0.0051)
0.002 (0.001)
—

⫺0.12 (0.03)
0.003 (0.0003)
⫺3.18 (0.65)
⫺0.14 (0.024)
—
—

0.04 (0.002)
—
0.67 (0.12)
⫺0.012 (0.004)
—
⫺0.31 (0.12)

⫺0.08 (0.011)
0.0009 (0.0001)
0.06 (0.03)
—
0.004 (0.0006)
—

⫺0.12 (0.05)
0.002 (0.0003)
0.28 (0.16)
—
0.007 (0.003)
1.34 (0.63)

Estimates are from mixed-effects models in which serial observations of BMI percentile, FFMI, FMI, and %BF are analyzed to determine the
relationship in individuals between a change in BMI percentile and the corresponding changes in FFMI, FMI, and %BF, adjusting for the other
variables in the models. Em dashes indicate the variable was not signiﬁcant in the maximum likelihood model comparisons.

girls also had higher FMI and %BF than younger girls for
a given BMI percentile. However, in boys, there was a
rise and then a fall of %BF with age (highlighted in Fig
1 B); ie, the age 8 curve fell between the age 13 and age
18 curves.
In addition, there were significant age ⫻ BMI percentile interactions for FFMI and FMI in boys and for FMI
and %BF in girls. This effect is mostly easily seen in the
figures, in which an increasing divergence in FMI between older and younger children is observed in both
genders (as well as in %BF in girls and FFMI in boys) as
e490
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BMI percentile increased. In other words, as relatively
heavy girls grew older, they had a greater increase in
adiposity for the same increase in BMI percentile than
did lighter girls. As relatively heavy boys grew older,
they had greater increases in both the fat and the lean
components of BMI than did lighter boys for a given
change in BMI percentile. Another outcome of the age ⫻
BMI percentile interaction effect was a “crossing over” of
the FMI plots for 8- and 18-year-old boys; at low BMI
percentiles, FMI was lower in 18-year-olds than in either
8- or 13-year-olds, whereas at higher BMI percentiles,
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FIGURE 1
Predicted values for FFMI (A), FMI (B), and %BF (C) by BMI percentile and age in boys 8, 13,
and 18 years of age.

FMI was higher in 18-year-olds than in 8- or 13-yearolds (Fig 1 B). For a given age and BMI percentile, we
also found that FFMI was marginally higher (0.3 kg/m2)
and %BF was marginally lower (⫺1.3%) in girls from
birth cohort 2 versus birth cohort 1; no significant cohort
effects were found for boys. Exclusion of the birth cohort
term from our analyses did not substantially change the
parameter estimates for the other terms in the models.
We therefore conclude that although there may be a
small secular change in body composition in the girls in
this analysis (including an increase in the lean body mass

FIGURE 2
Predicted values for FFMI (A), FMI (B), and %BF (C) by BMI percentile and age in girls 8, 13,
and 18 years of age.

component of BMI), it did not have an impact on the
relationship between BMI percentile and body composition, which was the major focus of this analysis.
Because observed changes in BMI and body composition occur naturally over time (chronological age), Table 2 and Figs 1 and 2 do not describe accurately the
expected changes in body composition for individual
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children. To illustrate properly the predicted concurrent
changes in BMI percentile, FFMI, FMI, and %BF in
children, we calculated predicted (model-derived)
changes in body composition for each 10-unit increase
in BMI percentile using the estimates provided in Table
2 (Table 3). Using this approach, we found that ⌬FFMI
(ie, the change in FFMI for each 10-unit increase in BMI
percentile) was similar in younger (8- to 13-year-old)
boys and girls, whereas adolescent boys (age 13–18
years) had a greater ⌬FFMI than adolescent girls (⬃4.0
vs 1.89 kg/m2). As expected, the opposite was the case
for FMI, in that ⌬FMI was 2 to 8 times higher in girls
than in boys across both age spans and for all tested BMI
percentile increments. It is interesting that ⌬FFMI was
higher than ⌬FMI in boys, even as boys passed into the
overweight range (85th–95th percentile), and this was
particularly true for boys who were 13 to 18 years of age.
⌬%BF was positive in younger girls, younger boys, and
older girls, and its magnitude increased approximately
three- to fivefold from the 15th to the 95th percentiles.
However, in boys between the ages of 13 and 18 years,
we noted that ⌬%BF was consistently negative despite
increasing BMI percentile, even when BMI percentile
was high (eg, 85th–95th percentile). That is, adolescent
boys who increased in BMI percentile were predicted
nonetheless to decline in %BF.
DISCUSSION
The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends that
clinicians identify children who are at risk for developing
obesity by plotting BMI for all children and adolescents
on the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention BMIfor-age percentile grids once a year and then use the
change in BMI to identify children with excessive weight
gain relative to linear growth.1 In this way, “significant
changes on growth patterns (eg, upward crossing of

weight-for-age or BMI percentiles) can be recognized
and addressed before children are severely overweight”1
(p 426). Similar statements appear in the recommendations made by the US Department of Health and Human
Services.2 To help clinicians understand the meaning of a
change in BMI percentile, we believe that it is important
to examine how the BMI percentile performs as a measure of body composition in children. The longitudinal
data presented in this analysis, collected from seemingly
healthy children at annual study visits over a 4- to
5-year period on average (and 11 years for some), approximate the recommended conditions of yearly pediatric office visits in the community.
The curvilinear relationship between BMI percentile
and both %BF and FMI indicates that at any given age,
the difference in adiposity between children who are at
the low to middle range of the BMI percentile curve is
minimal, whereas the difference in adiposity between
children in the normal weight to overweight range may
be high. These observations suggest that BMI percentile
tends to reflect adiposity differences predominantly at
higher BMI percentiles and therefore support to some
extent the use of high BMI percentile cutoff points (eg,
85th or 95th percentile) to identify children who are at risk
for obesity at a given time. It also suggests that changes in
BMI percentile in children of lower BMI percentile may
occur without appreciable change in adiposity.
In accordance with previous reports, there were significant age and gender effects on the relationship between BMI percentile and both FMI and %BF in children.13,23–25,29,30 To illustrate this, we can consider a
commonly used definition of overfatness. Although no
consensus has been reached yet on the definition of
excess adiposity in children, it has been suggested that
percentage of body fat above 25% in boys and 30% to
35% in girls constitutes obesity during childhood.43 We

TABLE 3 Changes (⌬) in FFMI, FMI, and %BF for Given Changes in BMI Percentile and Age According to Gender
⌬ in Age, y

⌬ in BMI Percentile

Boys

8–13
8–13
8–13
8–13
8–13
8–13
8–13
8–13
13–18
13–18
13–18
13–18
13–18
13–18
13–18
13–18
a

15th–25th
25th–35th
35th–45th
45th–55th
55th–65th
65th–75th
75th–85th
85th–95th
15th–25th
25th–35th
35th–45th
45th–55th
55th–65th
65th–75th
75th–85th
85th–95th

Girls

⌬FFMI, kg/m

⌬FMI, kg/m

⌬%BF

1.89
2.04
2.19
2.34
2.49
2.64
2.79
2.94
3.74
3.89
4.04
4.19
4.34
4.49
4.64
4.79

0.65
0.95
1.25
1.55
1.85
2.15
2.45
2.75
⫺0.40
⫺0.10
0.20
0.50
0.80
1.10
1.40
1.70

1.20
1.80
2.40
3.00
3.60
4.20
4.80
5.40
⫺5.80
⫺5.20
⫺4.60
⫺4.00
⫺3.40
⫺2.80
⫺2.20
⫺1.60

2

2

⌬FFMI, kg/m

2a

2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
1.89
1.89
1.89
1.89
1.89
1.89
1.89
1.89

The predicted change in FFMI in girls was constant within each age range regardless of BMI percentile.
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⌬FMI, kg/m2

⌬%BF

3.73
4.11
4.49
4.87
5.25
5.63
6.01
6.39
3.93
4.31
4.69
5.07
5.45
5.83
6.21
6.59

2.44
3.19
3.94
4.69
5.44
6.19
6.94
7.69
2.79
3.54
4.29
5.04
5.79
6.54
7.29
8.04

found that boys reached this critical threshold of body fat
at different BMI percentiles, depending on their age: at
the 90th BMI percentile at 8 years of age, at the 85th
BMI percentile at 13 years of age, and at the 95th percentile at 18 years of age (Fig 1 C). On average, the 30%
body fat threshold for girls was not attained at any BMI
percentile by 8-year-olds and was attained at the 85th
percentile for 13-year-olds and at the 75th percentile for
18-year-olds (Fig 2 C). Even in the overweight range,
therefore, BMI percentile may reflect different degrees of
“overfatness” in boys versus girls and in younger versus
older children. The most striking demonstration of this
relationship is shown by the estimated mean change in
%BF in boys across a given age range and BMI percentile
change (Table 3). %BF was predicted to decline with
each 10-unit increases in BMI percentile in boys who
were going through adolescence (ie, from 13 to 18 years
of age; Table 3). This likely stems from the changing
composition of BMI (FFMI and FMI) in this age group.
There exist very strong age-related increases in the relative proportion of lean mass to fat mass in adolescent
boys, which we observed as large ⌬FFMI compared with
⌬FMI in boys from 13 to 18 years, even in the overweight range. Thus, changes in BMI percentile may be a
somewhat inaccurate barometer of underlying changes
in adiposity in male adolescents.
Using a somewhat different approach from the one
used in our study, Freedman et al44 highlighted the
nonlinear relationship between BMI percentile and body
fatness. In a large multiethnic sample, children who
were above the 50th BMI percentile (and especially
above the 85th percentile) showed correlations between
BMI and FMI but weak correlations between BMI and
FFMI. In contrast, in children who were below the 50th
percentile of BMI, the correlation between BMI and FMI
was weak and the correlation between BMI and FFMI
was strong.44 These researchers concluded, as do we, that
differences in BMI percentile in children who are relatively light are largely attributable to differences in FFM
(FFMI), not fat mass (FMI). We extended their findings
by the use of longitudinal data, which allowed estimates
of the impact of particular changes in BMI percentile on
body composition to be made.
Few studies have examined the relationship between
BMI and the fat-free (lean) component of body weight
in healthy children (eg, 30,39,44); most recent studies
have emphasized the relationship of BMI to fat mass or
%BF,13,21,23–25,27,29,45 yet, as we have shown here and have
reported previously,30,46 BMI increases are attributable
predominantly to increases in the fat-free component of
BMI (FFMI) in growing children, particularly in adolescent boys. Indeed, the majority of the age-related
increase in BMI from mid-childhood onward (which
follows the age at “adiposity rebound”47) has been attributed to increasing FFM, rather than fat mass, relative to
height in both genders.48 We found that increases in BMI

percentile primarily reflect linear increases in FFMI and
that the increase in FFMI for a 10-unit increase in BMI
percentile (⌬FFMI) was similar (at ⬃2 kg/m2) in both
younger and older girls and across all BMI percentile
increments. ⌬FFMI was somewhat higher in older boys
(4 –5 kg/m2) than in younger boys (2–3 kg/m2), yet,
overall, these results indicate that height-adjusted FFM
changes predictably with BMI percentile. To that extent,
BMI percentile may be a more stable indicator of FFM
than it is of body fat in children.
A number of articles have critiqued the use of %BF
(in which fat mass is adjusted only for weight and not for
height) and FFM (which is not adjusted for body size) to
express body composition in children.28,37,48 The advantages of the FMI and FFMI used in our study are that
they are height-adjusted measures of body composition
that are discrete, easy to calculate, and expressed in the
common units of BMI.38 Despite these advantages,
height2.0 may not be the best adjustment of body composition for stature in children49; the power to which
height must be raised (p) to minimize the correlation
with height may be higher or lower than 2.0, depending
on age and skeletal maturity.50 In our study, the residual
correlations between height and both FMI and FFMI
ranged between 0.0 and 0.4 (for FMI, r was highest at
ages 8 –12 years; for FFMI, r was highest at ages 12–16
years). This indicates that p tended to be ⬎2.0, as was
found by both Franklin51 and Freedman et al.52 To examine the impact of residual correlation on the models,
we added height as a continuous covariate in our regression analyses. Our results did not qualitatively change
after this addition, so we concluded, as did Wells and
Cole,38 that misspecification of p does not have a major
effect on the relationship between BMI and body composition unless one makes comparisons across groups
with substantially different growth patterns. Presentation of both height-adjusted (eg, FMI) and weight-adjusted (%BF) body fat measures may allow for a better
understanding of the impact of growth on body-composition changes in children.
Our study sample was composed entirely of white
children. It has been shown that race is a significant
modifier of the relationship between BMI and childhood
body composition.13 Therefore, our results cannot be
extended to Hispanic, non-Hispanic black, or Asian children. The relationship between BMI percentile and body
composition may also be affected by sexual maturation,13,21 and we did not address this in the present
analysis. Pubertal development is not routinely assessed
when monitoring BMI in clinical practice, and because
Tanner stage–specific BMI charts are not available, our
choice of chronological age provides useful estimates of
the changing relationship between BMI percentile and
body composition in growing children.
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CONCLUSIONS
Our results suggest caution in the use of BMI percentile
changes as an indicator of changes in body fatness in
children. In this sample of white children, differences in
BMI percentile tended to reflect large differences in body
fatness only when BMI percentile was relatively high. In
fact, BMI percentile changes in boys who were 13 to 18
years of age were associated with decreases in %BF even
in the overweight range. In contrast, increases in BMI
percentile were accompanied by uniform increases in
the FFM component across the range of BMI percentiles,
with older boys increasing faster in FFMI than younger
boys. We conclude that increases in BMI percentile may
represent varying changes (and sometimes decreases) in
relative fatness, depending on the gender, age, and BMI
percentile of the child.
From a clinical standpoint, our results indicate that
concern regarding excess body fat would still lie with the
child who is at a high BMI percentile more than with the
child who is at a low BMI percentile at a given point in
time. Nonetheless, national pediatric guidelines currently indicate that serial changes in BMI over time
should be monitored for all children, not just for those
who are at a higher BMI, to detect significant divergence
from the child’s BMI trajectory. Given the current recommendation of BMI as a global indicator of obesity risk
in children, it is important for clinicians to be aware that
a child who deviates substantially from their previous
BMI percentile may not have experienced changes in
adiposity but rather may have experienced changes in
lean body mass, particularly if the child is a male adolescent or falls at the lower BMI percentiles. These findings have implications for the interpretation of BMI
percentile changes in clinical practice, not only for understanding the process of adipose tissue accrual in children but also for the tracking of general nutritional
status.
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